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IP Data Packets
IP is an internet or network layer protocol in 
the TCP/IP model

IP packet consists of a header section and a 
data section

ID, TTL, DF and MF flags, Header length, 
Data length, Fragment offset

Source and destination IP address

Protocol (describes format of data section)



ID

This should be a unique number identifying 
an IP packet

Should a packet be fragmented, then all 
segments will have the same ID value

Often, subsequent IDs transmitted by the 
same machine follow a predictable sequence 
(eg. they’re simply incremented)

useful for idle scanning!



TTL
To stop IP packets circulating forever, they 
have a lifetime that is determined by the TTL 
value

when the TTL is 0 the packet is dropped 
and an ICMP time exceeded [TTL expired in 
transit] message returned to source address

every time a packet passes through a 
network the TTL is decremented by 1 or 
more

traceroute is a common tool that exploits TTL values to determine the distance to a target 
machine and measure network latency.
TTL values, when combined with TCP port scans, are useful for mapping out TCP firewall 
rules.



MTU
Each outgoing NIC has an MTU value

Should an outgoing IP packet be larger than 
the NICs MTU, then the packet is broken or 
fragmented into a series of segments

Should a NIC receive an IP packet, that 
needs fragmenting, with the don’t fragment 
(DF) flag set, then the packet is dropped and 
an ICMP destination unreachable 
[fragmentation required but DF set] message 
returned to the source IP address



Fragmentation

Each segment packet will have the MF bit set

Total length field (=header length + data 
length) is adjusted to segment packet size

Fragment offset field is set based on the 
segment number (measured using 8 byte 
blocks - ie. modulo 8 arithmetic)

Additionally, the last segment packet will 
have the MF bit unset



Reassembly
When an IP packet with the MF flag set or a 
non-zero fragment offset field is detected, 
then fragmentation is expected

all packets with the same ID are stored for 
latter reassembly

When a packet with an unset MF bit is 
detected, then we know the size of the 
original data packet

so can detect when all packets have arrived

Original packet size is (data length + fragment offset * 8) bytes.
Fragmentation is a common tactic for evading intrusion detection systems. Fragmentation 
can also be used as the basis of a DOS attack since we are consuming system resources.



IP Routing

IP routing is based upon the destination IP 
address

Kernel routing tables determine if the IP 
packet should be processed at this node or at 
another node

first destination address that matches is the 
route that is followed

Can see the kernel routing tables using: route -n



IP Routing

Destination Netmask Gateway NIC

192.168.21.0 255.255.255.0 0.0.0.0 eth0

169.254.0.0 255.255.0.0 0.0.0.0 eth0

0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 192.168.21.2 eth0

Can add routes to the kernel IP routing tables using: 
•route add <dest addr> <netmask> eth0
•or, for a gateway device: route add <dest addr> gw <ip addr> eth0



TCP
Transport layer protocol in the TCP/IP model

Stream delivery system, so ports/sockets 
route data packet once we reach our 
destination network node

Packet transmission is guaranteed

possible retransmission requests (eg. 
packets get lost or corrupted)

not suitable for real-time data

Stateful transmission protocol

Notes:
•not all packets will follow the same route!
•packets can arrive out of order
•duplicate packets are discarded



TCP Structure

TCP packets consist of a header packet and a 
body packet

source and destination port

sequence and acknowledgement number

8 flags: ACK, SYN, FIN, RST, etc.

TCP state diagram can be viewed at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
File:Tcp_state_diagram_new.svg



Establishing Connection
3-way handshake is used to establish a 
connection

sender -< SYN >--> receiver

receiver -< SYN+ACK >--> sender

sender -< ACK >--> receiver

Unsolicited ACK and SYN+ACK packets 
cause the receiver to send a RST packet to 
sender (thus closing connection)



Packet Transmission

After a connection is established, sender only 
sends the next packet when they have 
received an ACK indicating that the current 
packets have been received

Sender keeps a timer for each packet sent

expired timers cause packet to be resent

This is an over simplification! If the receiver uses cumulative acknowledgement, then the 
sender may send multiple TCP packets before receiving an acknowledgement of their correct 
delivery.



TCP Sessions

Packet order is important

Sequence numbers are used to manage this 
order

3-way handshake transmits an initial sequence 
number (ISN) to sender and receiver

Sequence number is incremented for each 
subsequent packet that’s transmitted

For reasons that we shall see latter, the ISN should be randomly chosen.



TCP Sessions

Receiver transmits an acknowledgement number 
to sender for each packet they receive

Acknowledgement number is sequence number 
that receiver next expects to get

So, indicates receiver has correctly got all 
packets with:

sequence number < acknowledgement number 

Technically speaking, these are cumulative acknowledgements numbers!



Connection Termination

A TCP connection is closed should the 
sender or receiver receive a packet with the 
FIN or RST flag set

FIN is used for normal closure

this should be acknowledged by receiver

RST is used for an anomalous closure



TCP Sequence Attacks

If sequence numbers can be determined, 
then malicious parties can hijack existing 
TCP sessions

Guessing the ISN used to be very easy

ISNs are now chosen randomly at the start 
of each new connection!



Passive OS 
Fingerprinting

Different operating systems implement IP 
communications in differing ways 

eg. TTL, window size, DF, TOS 

These differences can be measured and the 
target OS determined!! 

p0f is an excellent (stealthy) tool for doing 
this 

To profile the OS for incoming connections simply use: p0f -i eth0
To determine the OSes for a TCPDump file use: p0f -s <tcpdump file>


